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Abstract The research was accomplished with 40 teachers, who are teaching in inclusive kindergarten school in
Hanoi in order to evaluate the reality of the degree of utilization and the effectiveness of vocabulary development of
children 3 – 4 years old with autism spectrum disorders, which was conducted by teachers then propose some
possible measures based on that. The result indicates that the teachers lack of flexibility in the use of the measures,
particularly the coordination of measures; the measures have not focused on the vocabulary development but more
about perception. From the reality, the research proposes seven measures of vocabulary development of children
3 – 4 years old with autism spectrum disorders focusing on games, providing meaningful situations, enhancing
communication through the pictures, encouraging the interaction of children with their friends… Experimental result
has shown that children make progress of vocabulary development in all the aspects (1) the ability to understand the
meaning of words (2) the ability to apply the correct words into situations (3) the number of words which children
can understand and speak. This demonstrates that the proposed measures have had a positive impact on the children.
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1. Introduction
Children’s vocabulary development is increasing the
number of words, help children to understand the meaning
of the words and use them in the communicational
situations [1]. The period from 3 - 4 years old is the time
which the children absorb and express the language
through powerful words, they are curious in this period,
they start to make questions about the world around them,
they basically have enough the range of words but mostly
are the nouns and verbs, which are used as personal
characteristics, Nguyen Anh Tuyet (2013) [2]. For
children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD), this is the
important milestone to see whether they have autism
spectrum disorders or not, the level of development and in
particular is about the children’s vocabulary. This is also
the important time for educators conducting development
of early communication skills for children, because the
older the children are, the more difficult in learning and
communication they have [3]. Some children with autism
spectrum disorders (ASD) barely use the sentences with
complex structures, while the others express the complex
articulation in approriate level [4,5]. Some children can
be able to develop language well and have fairly wide
range of vocabulary, even quite normal but it just appears

only in those children who are diagnosed not so serious or
high function [6].
Many studies have demonstrated the positive impact of
early intervention would help develop language for most
of children with autism spectrum disorders (Dawson &
Osterling, 1997 [7]; Koegel & Koegel, 1988 [8]; Lovaas,
1987 [9]; Rogers & VISMARA, 2008 [10]. The children’s
language will be developed positively by the early and
proper treatment method because of the appearance
of the spoken language is one of the most important
variables for us to predict the outcome of children’s
language in childhood and adulthood (Gillberg &
Steffenburg, 1987 [11], Howlin et al, 2004 [12]; Venter A,
Lord C, Schopler E, 1992 [13]. Social perception skills,
such as understanding the mind and emotions of others,
affect children's communication abilities in real-life
situations. In addition to autism spectrum disorder (ASD),
there is increasing knowledge that children with specific
language impairment (SLI) also demonstrate difficulties in
their social perception abilities [14]; Research of Taylor
LJ, Maybery MT, Grayndler L, Whitehouse AJ, The
results indicate that children with ALI and children with
SLI share emotion recognition deficits, which are likely to
be driven by the poor language abilities of these two
groups [15].
In fact, the vocabulary development for children with
ASD in Vietnam has not yet paid attention in the
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integrated environment. Due to the number of children,
teachers cannot pay attention to each child, the measures
to be used to develop vocabulary is applied to the entire
class, children with ASD have less opportunities to take
the proper measures which fit to the characteristics and
abilities of themselves so it limits the abilities to gain
vocabulary. In this article, we report the results of
experimental research and apply the solutions into
vocabulary development for children 3 – 4 years old with
ASD in inclusive kindergarten school.

2. Content
2.1. The Actual Using Measures of
Vocabulary Development for Children
3 – 4 Years Old with ASD
The study was performed on 40 teachers who are
teaching in inclusive kindergarten school in Hanoi in order
to assess the real frequency of using and level of effectiveness
about the measures of vocabulary development for children
3 - 4 years old with ASD which teachers conducted, from
which propose a number of measures to develop children’s
vocabulary more effectively. The survey results are
evaluated both quantitative and qualitative: (1) about the
quantitative: the result was calculated and processed by
mathematical statistics. Principal survey data is evaluated
according to the average points, percentage, hierarchy,
deviation and presented in the form of aggregate tables
and charts; (2) about the qualitative: focus on analysis in
order to clarify the measures which are used by the
teachers. The implementation process uses methods such
as: interview, communication, direct observation.
The extent of using the measures which develop vocabulary
of teachers: the frequency of using measures is different.
Particularly, these measures are used more (ranked 1 to 4)
are: conversation with questions associates with using
visual gadget (M = 2.6); frequently reading books, poetry,
telling story according to the pictures in order to create the
chance for children to use and develop their vocabulary
(M = 2.57); always using toys to communicate with
children (M = 2.52); using games to create excitement for
children to learn new words (M = 2.50), using varied
forms of learning in order to enhance the ability to interpret
and use the words (M=2.45). Through exchanging the
opinions of the teachers, they also said these were the
measures they regularly used in learning times and
playtimes. The combination of these learning forms such
as the whole class and groups often made the classes
become more lively and excited and children will have the
opportunity to support each other more [16].
Some measures are used less: “increasing communication
with children in daily lives” (M= 2.42); “combining
observation and description about things and phenomenon”
(M= 2.37); “creating the problem situations when playing
or learning in order to stimulate the children to communicate”
(M=1.80).
The survey result also shows that the frequency of
using the measures of teachers is not different much and
no measures which is not used. However, in fact, through
the investigation and interview teachers shows that, in the
process of using measures above, teachers pay attention to

provide the range of vocabulary but not yet pay attention
to the understanding and using words correctly of children.
Teachers have not yet provided a clear system of questions
concentrated on vocabulary development of children which
limits the children’s vocabulary development. Instead,
teachers should make questions which children have to
use words to explain, in order to stimulate the positive
building up vocabulary of children.
The level of effectiveness of the measures of
vocabulary development for children 3 - 4 years old with
ASD: result shows that, in general, most of the measures
have relatively high scores showed the effectiveness in the
process of applying. The measures are highly praised for
effective use is: increasing communication with children
in daily lives is ranked number 1 (M=2.60), shows clearly
that this is the measure which teaches consider as the most
effective. Ranked number 2 is conversation with questions
associates with using visual gadget (M=2.47). Ranked
number 3 is using games to create excitement for children
to learn new words (M=2.37). Ranked number 4 is
creating the problem situations when playing or learning
in order to stimulate the children to communicate (M=2.32).
The measures, which are evaluated less effective are:
using varied forms of learning in order to enhance the
ability to interpret and use the words (M=2.30); always
using toys to communicate with children (M=2.05);
frequently reading books, poems, storytelling according to
the pictures in order to create the chance for children to
use and develop their vocabulary (M=1.95); combining
observation and description about things and phenomenon’s
(M=0.75).
The measures, which are used by the teachers, have
certain effect in developing vocabulary for children 3 – 4
years old with ASD. There are the differences between the
extent of use and the level of effectiveness of these
measures, in details: in the measure number 2: “always
using toys to communicate with children”, the extent of
use ranked number 3 but the level of effectiveness only
ranked number 6; in the measure number 6 “frequently
reading books, poems, storytelling according to the
pictures in order to create the chance for children to use
and develop their vocabulary”, the extent of use ranked
number 2 but the level of effectiveness only ranked number 7;
the measure number 7 “increasing communication with
children in daily lives” is highly evaluated about the level
of effectiveness (ranked number 1) and the extent of use
ranked number 1.
Through researching about the difficulties of teachers
when using the measures in order to develop vocabulary
for children with ASD, it is indicated that: the number of
children in one crowded class is the common difficulty of
every teachers in kindergarten schools and in inclusive
kindergarten schools (M=1.85); Lack of coordination
among the supporting forces (M=1.45). According to the
teachers, in order to make progress in developing
vocabulary for children 3 - 4 years old with ASD, in
addition to studying in the class, the support, cooperation
from the families, especially the unity of methods,
measures, specific plans in developing vocabulary; Other
difficulties are: material facilities are not yet conducive,
the lack of books and materials. However, the teachers
said that these difficulties they could totally overcome
them and they are not the main difficulty [16].
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2.2. Measures of Vocabulary Development
for Children 3 – 4 YEARS OLD with
ASD in Inclusive Kindergarten School
in Hanoi
Measures of vocabulary development for children with
ASD are the specific ways to resolve the remaining
difficult issues in the process of speech development for
children with ASD in order to improve the current range
of children’s vocabulary [16].
Measure 1: Enhancing the use of games in order to
create learning excitement for children: Games are used
to create excitement, stimulate children learn new words.
Using games will create happier atmosphere of activities,
reduce stresses and encourage children learn new words,
which help build up children’s vocabulary. The games
must ensure the diversity of goals and the levels which are
reached by children in playing, take advantage of the strengths
and capabilities of children with ASD, in order to help
children successful and safe. In playing time, teachers
need to create the comfortable atmosphere and excitement
for children. The games, which are used and suitable with
children in this stage, include: vocabulary development
games, language development games, pronunciation practicing
games, role play games, learning games… such as: playing,
naming, make quiz and answer quiz, distinguishing signs
through their characteristics. In kindergarten schools, learning
activities are always associated with playing activities,
children can learn while play and on the contrary, therefore
the games are used as useful tools. When organize games,
teachers must determine: required target, content of games
in order to develop children’s vocabulary then help children
correct the mistakes. In addition, teachers will also help
children develop senses when developing vocabulary, such
as: naming, pointing out the characteristics of things and
phenomena. When using this measure, teachers need to be
flexible, creative in creating more various and attractive games.
Measure 2: Providing new words for children in
meaningful situations
“Meaningful situations for children with ASD are the
situations which associate with realities and through them,
children can learn the new words”. Using meaningful
situations help children learn many new words, expand
range of vocabulary, build up children’s vocabulary in
positive way. The situations must ensure that they are
meaningful to children, stimulate them using words,
widen the range of words. Providing new words for
children through meaningful situations occured everyday,
around them. Taking advantage of things which children
care about to create of meaningful situations for children
and starting to teach them new words, for example, teach
them to say “no” when they do not want something or
when they put the toys aside then say “no” in order to let
children understand what “no” means or when they feel
thirsty and say “water”, teachers should add more words
by saying “drink water”. Widening the range of vocabulary
help children have ability to combine words and learn how
to speak better. However, do not provide many words for
children so they can not absorb them, therefore they feel
bored and can not understand.
Measure 3: Conversation with questions associates
with using visual gadget in order to increase
opportunities for children to learn new words
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Create opportunities for children to learn new words,
pronunciation and build up their vocabulary in positive
way. Paying attention to making appropriate questions
with the age of children, awareness of each individual,
topic of lessons. In order to have productivity conversation,
teachers must have good observations. When using system
of questions, these questions must be brief, easy to
understand and these questions must be derived from the
observed object and the purpose of observation. The
visual gadgets are divided into two kinds: Real object and
picture. Using visual gadgets requires maximum
involvement of the senses. Visual gadgets need to have the
proper sizes in order to observe easily. Using visual
gadgets such as real object, picture… to introduce words,
explain the definitions of words and applying words into
observation to answer the questions. Teachers need:
i) Introducing words: teachers use visual gadgets to
introduce children about words which need to be taught
and ask them to repeat words;
ii) Explaining the definitions of words: explain the
meanings and definitions of words in details, do not
concentrate on explaining every words but only difficult
words. Difficult words for children with ASD are those
abstract. When explain words, teachers need to use words
combine with visual gadgets (children can observe things
and phenomena through real objects, pictures or models,
which can help children understand words easily);
iii) Practicing using words: children apply words into
answering questions or express ideas when making
conversation. Pay attention in helping children choose
correct words when using.
Measure 4: Creating problem situations when
playing/learning aims to stimulate children to communicate
This measure creates natural opportunities which help
children use language. While children play, teachers can
create the situations that force children have to use
language to learn how to play, how to get toys, how to
interact with friends and teachers or when learning to
stimulate children to make questions. This measure help
children more active in using words which were learned,
understanding the meaning of the words and using correct
words, also providing new words for children. When
using this measure, teachers need to pay attention in the
characteristics of each child and the number of children in
the groups in order to encourage children communicates
and is more confident in communication. Teachers are not
only encouraging children to communicate but also care
about widening the range of vocabulary, correcting the
pronunciation mistakes and the orders of words and
grammars in sentences. Teachers also need to create more
opportunities, interesting situations for children so
they can learn how to listen and learn the new words
through making questions. In addition, after children get
acquainted with a new word, teachers always have to
make different situations for children to use new word
which they have just had the chance to get access.
Measure 5: Frequently reading books, poems,
storytelling according to the pictures in order to create
the chance for children to use and develop their
vocabulary
Reading books, poems, stories for children to listen are
activities not only in order to expand the language and
communication for children but also increase the range of
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children’s words. In these activities, children will have the
opportunity to listen, memory all details of stories and
especially they will be familiar with new words and
interesting stories. For children 3 – 4 years old with ASD,
teachers should choose stories: i) Appropriating with
children’s age and their language abilities as well as
appropriate words, ii) Choosing the short poems, which
are easy to understand and contain simple contents about
the world around children, children’s daily routines; iii)
Using those stories contain illustrating pictures, surprising
elements to attract children’s attention and excitement.
Teachers should encourage children take part in telling
stories, for example, let children say along those easy
parts in stories, repeat them again and again in order to
encourage children tell or read stories themselves.
Teachers read stories, poems with children then talk with
children about the features of the characters: names,
characteristics, which one they like or which one they
hate... from the conversations, children will learn more
new words and know more about the stories. For the long
stories, teachers should change the words into simple
words or try to brief them so they will be short and easy to
understand for children to read or talk about.
Measure 6: Increasing communication with children
in daily lives
“Daily situations” are activities take place at homes
(classes) as a part of daily routines, for example, eating,
drinking, playing, learning… Talking with children about
their daily routines is an efficient measure to widen their
range of words or develop their languages and
communications. Teachers need: i) using the situation
which teachers are taking part in with children, attracting
their attentions by calling their names and touching them
when speaking with them, ii) talking about what children
are doing by using simple phrases; iii) Using clear and
simple language, repeating the important words in the
particular contents, words associated with face expressions to
create the excitement, giving children compliments when
children make efforts; iv) Talking with children about
their daily lives: playing, sleeping, learning: learning
language and widening the range of words by listening
people around talking or communicating about activities
through daily lives is good for children. For children with
ASD, even though there are limitations on the ability to
understand words, children still can develop their language
through listening communications. Before proceeding
communication with children, teachers should consider
which activity amuses children most so they can choose
that as an interesting topic to communicate with children.
In the process of talking, teachers can make questions,
which help children widen their words as well as help
them learn how to speak faster.
Measure 7: Encouraging children with ASD to
communicate, to speak with teachers and friends
One of the difficulties of children with ASD is defect of
communication that creates interferences to perceive new
words from people around. So, encouraging children with
ASD to communicate with teachers, especially classmates
not only make them become more confident but also help
children use the learned words actively. Because children
with ASD are quite shy and passive in communication so
teachers have to care more about them so they will feel
safe and be willing to take part in activities as well as

communicating with friends. When encouraging children
with ASD, teachers need to be patient. Besides, teachers
also should encourage children to communicate in all
activities in the class so children can use words. Using
these activities, which are loved by the children to encourage
them participate. Before the class starts, teachers should
welcome children with happy mood so children can feel
happy and excited… Then take children into situations
contain problems in order to motivate children speak. In
daily classes, teachers should create opportunities for
children to take part in answering questions and receiving
comments from their friends in order to make children
become more confident in communication process.
Teachers also can organize from 1 to 2 group activities so
children can cooperate with each other.

2.3. Experiment on Proposed Measures
2.3.1. Overview of Experiment
a. Experimental purpose: To test the feasibility and
effectiveness of proposed measures in order to develop the
range of words for children with ASD.
b. Experimental subject: experimental subject that we
choose is the child 3 – 4 years old with ASD learning in
inclusive kindergarten school.
Pham Nhat N is a 3.5 years old boy born in Hanoi. He
was diagnosed with ASD in Vietnam National Children’s
Hospital when he was 2,5 years old with the mild level
and he had limitation in language. N has the uneven
development in every skill. He can hold a bowl, hold a
color pencil but not so skillful. He has difficulty in
working with small objects, such as beading beads… He
can move around good and he does not have abnormal
behavior but his movements are still clumsy, cooperation
of the whole body is not so good. The awareness, N is
able to recognize and name the numbers. His ability to get
to know things and phenomena around is still limit; about
the language: his range of words is still less, mostly about
the familiar things around him. His pronunciation is still
small, unclear and he lisps “l”, “n” or he calls “mịa, mịa”
instead of “mẹ”. He does not have echolalia. The social
interaction: he can use language to express his joys.
Sometimes he still cannot control the level of expressions
such as: Hug or hold hands of the others too tight. He has
not yet said thank you, apologize. The communication: he
is active in verbal communication, mostly communicating
by gestures, for example, when somebody asks N for
borrowing his pen or carrying his stuffs for him, he can
understand and do it but he does not say anything. The
behavior: his ability to maintain attention is good but only
in short times, he does not have hyperkinesia. He likes
playing with cars; his ability to follow the class’s rules is
not so good and often walks around the class without
asking permission.
c. Experimental condition: Pedagogical experiment was
conducted in natural condition, in normal condition of
daily lives in Cau Dien kindergarten school. The activities
of the class are still held normally but have a change in the
way how to hold activities of teachers. Gadgets are fully –
prepared according to experimental syllabus.
d. Empirical content: the experiment was conducted on
01 child with ASD with some of the following measures:
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(1) Enhancing the use of games in order to create learning
excitement for children; (2) Providing new words for
children in meaningful situations; (3) Conversation with
questions associates with using visual gadget in order to
increase opportunities for children to learn new words; (4)
Creating problem situations when playing/learning aims to
stimulate children to communicate; (5) Encouraging
children with ASD to communicate, to speak with
teachers and friends.
e. Experimental method: The experiment was held
according to the plan which was made by our team and
exchanged with the teachers. The experiment’s topics,
which were conducted, were about “family”, “animal”
and “traffic”. The activities were done in the classes and
in daily lives.
f. Criteria and evaluation:
*About evaluation’s criteria: We conducted to
investigate about the extent of range of words of children
according to these following criteria:
Criteria 1: The ability to understand the meaning of words:
the ability in which children can think about the sound of a
word with an object’s symbol or a phenomenon that reflects
the meaning of that word or respond to the meaning of that
word by words, gestures.
Criteria 2: The ability to apply correct words into
situations. Children only get the scores when they apply
correct words which were learned before into situations.
For example: in the activity to discover about some pets at
home, children have the chance to learn about words:
“chicken”, “wings”… and can use those words in the
sentences about chicken.
Criteria 3: The number of words that children can
understand and speak.
*About the method of evaluation: To evaluate about the
result of experiment, we give the scores for doing the
experiment by children:
Criteria

Criteria 1
(C1)

Criteria 2
(C2)

Score

Requirement

* The results before experiment are presented in the
following table:
The results in the Table 1 shows that in criteria 1, N
could understand the definitions of 40% words provided
by teachers, so that is equivalent to 1 score. In criteria 2, N
could use correctly 30% words provided by teachers, so
that is equivalent to 1 score. In criteria 3, the number of
words N could understand was 12/30 words and the
number of words he could understand and speak was
17/30 words.
Table 1. The score before experiment of N
Criteria 3
Criteria 1 Criteria 2
Amount of words

11

9

Percentage (%)

37

30

Score

1

1

Total scores

2

If children can understand around 40 - 70%
new words provided by teachers

1

If children can understand less than 40% new
words provided by teachers

0

If children cannot understand any new word
provided by teachers

3

If children can use correctly more than 70%
words
If children can use correctly around 40 - 70%
words

Total scores

2
1

If children can use correctly than 40% words

0

If children cannot use correctly any new word

a. The level of development of children’s vocabulary
before experiment: The level of development of children’s
vocabulary before experiment is evaluated according to 3
criteria which presented above. The number of words,
which was provided in 3 topics, was 30 words.

11

17

As we can see, the total scores, which was got by N
based on criteria 1 and criteria 2, was 2. This result shows
that the number of words of N is still limited, especially
the limitation about the ability to understand and the
ability to apply correct words into situations. This can be
explained that the measures, which were used by teachers,
did not really have positive impact to N, the way teachers
held activities were still boring and not yet motivated N to
learn new words actively.
b. Result of empirical effect: After determining the level
of vocabulary’s development by giving points based on
those criteria, we conducted to make the plan to organize
activities according to 3 topics above, we used some
measures to develop vocabulary which were proposed, the
number of words in 3 topics was 30 words. In the process
of making experiment, we observed and noted down
according to 3 criteria above. The experimental results are
presented in the following table:

3

2.3.2. Experimental Result

To understand To speak

2

If children can understand more than 70%
new words provided by teachers

So the total scores, which he got was 6, we did not
calculate the score for criteria 3 (C3) but only gave the
number showed the number of words he got.
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Table 2. The score after experiment of N
Criteria 3
Criteria 1 Criteria 2
Amount of words

19

15

Percentage (%)

63.3

50

Score

2

2

To understand To speak
22

26

4

The experimental result in C1 shows the percentage of
words, which N could understand the definitions, was
63.3% and it is equivalent to 2 points. In C2, the number
of words, which N could use correctly, was 50% and it is
equivalent to 2 points. So the total score of criteria 1 and
criteria 2 is 4. The amount of words N could understand
was 22/30 words and the number of words N could speak
was 26 words.
c. Comparison of the results before experiment (B.E.)
and after experiment (A.E.):
Look at the chart 1 we can see the clear change about
the ability to understand the meanings of words before and
after experiment from 1 point to 2 points. So the
experimental effect showed the ability to understand the
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meanings of words of N has gained. This means the
proposed measures, which were used in the classes, had
better result than those previous measures. From that we
can affirm the positive impacts of the measures for the
children’s vocabulary development.

Chart 1. Comparison of the ability to understand the meanings of words
before experiment (B.E.) and after experiment (A.E.)

Chart 2. Comparison of the of the ability to use words correctly before
experiment (B.E.) and after experiment (A.E.)

3. Conclusion
The vocabulary of children with ASD will be developed
positively if it has early intervention at the right time, with
the correct duration, using the right method and having the
cooperation between family and school. Teachers used the
measures to help children in inclusive kindergarten
schools but still lacked of the flexibility of combining
measures, those measures sometimes are not focused on
building up vocabulary but mostly about the perception. It
is necessary for us to think about measures for teachers in
inclusive kindergarten school help children with ASD
develop their vocabulary. Experimental results have
shown that the child’s vocabulary has made progress in
criteria. This demonstrates that the proposed measures
have had a positive impact on the child. Teachers can
apply these proposed measures combine with using
several measures flexible in order to develop the range of
words for children with ASD in classes, activities, as long
as they are suitable with the facilities of the classes, school.
In the process of using measures, teachers should take
advantages of every situation around children and even
their daily lives, in order to create the opportunities for
children to learn new words everywhere, every time.
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